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INTRO

When you’re making an impression, the way

you sound can be more important than the

words you say [1].  Studies have shown this to

be true time and time again with regard to

elections [2],  sales, and even medical

malpractice lawsuits [3]! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research has indicated that pacing, lack of

repetitious filler words, and a strong opening

are key to a polished presentation. But what

does the best sales pitch sound like? What

are the more subtle voice “vibes” that

resonate with audiences? Do consumers

value positive voice “vibes” in salespeople? If

so, which qualities lead to the best results?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In sales, we

know that

some

behaviors

lead to

better

outcomes

than

others.
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THE STUDY

To answer these questions, we gathered thousands of people to rate speech samples. In

total, our research includes 133,442 responses.

 

Raters listened to audio clips from individual female and male voices, and rated them on 20

positive and negative characteristics, referred to as vibes, such as dynamic, assertive,

confident, persuasive, clear, arrogant, authentic, personable, pushy, condescending, etc.

Additionally, raters were asked whether they would buy a product from the person they had

heard.

 

Raters were divided equally between males and females, and ranged in age from 18 to over

55 (52% were below 29, 43% were between 30 and 55, and 5% were above 55). Raters were

exclusively from North America and were English speakers.

 

Each speech sample was rated on a 0-5 scale, with 0 being no presence of the vibe and 5

being an extreme example of the vibe. Raters were then given a forced choice question as

to whether they would buy something from the speaker. Vibes were placed into “positive”

and “negative” groups.

People demonstrate

different decision making

based on their perception of

positive and negative vibes

in a speaker’s voice.
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POSITIVE VIBES

RESULTS
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As can be seen in Figure 1, positive vibes include dynamic, authentic, persuasive, captivating,

personable, assertive, confident, clear and organized, 

Figure 1:  Relationship between perceived positive vibes and % of people answering “Yes, I

would buy from this person”

When positive vibes were extremely apparent, people

claimed they would buy a product from the speaker

well over 70% of the time.



RESULTS
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83%
Willingness to buy when

people perceive the speaker

as extremely captivating.

8%
Willingness to buy when

people perceive the speaker

as not captivating.

There is a 10 fold jump from 8% to 83% in willingness to buy for the captivating vibe. 

People were over 13 times more likely to say they want to

buy from a person when they rated their voice as extremely

confident vs not at all confident.

Figure 2:  Perceived confidence and % of people answering “Yes, I would buy

from this person”



RESULTS

In contrast, when positive vibes were not

apparent, people claimed they would buy

under 25% of the time.
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The lesson for

sales staff is

that by working

to incorporate

these voice

characteristics

into your pitch,

you can

increase the

likelihood that

your message

will be well

received – and

that you will

have better

outcomes.



 

NEGATIVE

VIBES

RESULTS
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For negative vibes, including confusing, timid, nervous, ditsy, boring, detached, belligerent,

pushy, arrogant, condescending and unapproachable, raters were again swayed by the

presence of the vibe, but, interestingly, not to the extent seen with positive vibes.

Figure 3:  Relationship between perceived negative vibes and % of people answering

“Yes, I would buy from this person”

Especially with vibes such as pushy, arrogant and

condescending, only 20-25% more raters claimed they

would buy something when they did not hear the negative

vibe than when they heard it.



RESULTS
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When raters detected no arrogance in speech, 45% said they would want to buy from the

speaker, whereas when arrogance was extremely apparent, 20% still claimed they would

buy from the speaker. Contrast this to the boring vibe, which had a much larger effect on

listeners. When raters said they did not hear a boring vibe in a speech, 62% said they

would want to buy from the speaker, whereas when the characteristic was extremely

apparent, only 6% claimed they would want to buy. This leads to the conclusion that, when

it comes to selling, it may be worse to sound boring than arrogant.

Figure 4:  Perceived boring vibe and % of people answering “Yes, I would

buy from this person”

When it comes to selling, it's worse

to sound boring than arrogant.



 

GENDER VARIATION
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For the question, “would you want to buy something from this person?”, differences

were small between female and male speakers.  Figures 5 and 6 show breakdowns by

gender for positive and negative vibes. Dynamic and personable showed the greatest

differences, with male voices rated higher than female voices.

Figure 6: Breakdown between male and female voices when displaying no presence or extreme

presence of a negative vibe.

Figure 5: Breakdown between male and female voices when displaying no presence or

extreme presence of a positive vibe.
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This research shows that willingness to buy is an emotional decision swayed by a listener’s

perception of the “vibes” in a salesperson’s voice.  There is strong connection between sales

success and positive voice vibes.

 

Sales managers benefit from having employees that are able to exhibit such positive voice

vibes. However, a tool is needed to provide hard metrics for soft skills. With VoiceVibes' AI-

enabled coaching platform, managers are able to measure employees' communication

competence in a scalable way. 

Employees are able to receive automated and

quantifiable feedback on their communication vibe,

and managers are also able to track and see

adoptable behavior change in the long run.

[1] Mehrabian, Albert. Silent Messages: Implicit Communication of Emotions and Attitudes. 2d ed. Belmont, Calif.:

Wadsworth Pub. Co., 1981.
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Evolution and Human Behavior, 2018; DOI: 10.1016/j.evolhumbehav.2018.02.007

[3] Ambady N, et al. Surgeons' tone of voice: A clue to malpractice history. Surgery. 2002;132:5-9.

It is recommended that sales managers leverage the power of AI to better prepare their sales

representatives to be effective communicators. Not only can managers ensure that their

employees are on-message, but they can also ensure that their sales representatives are

confident and exhibit the characteristics that are proven to make an engaging connection

with clients, increasing the likelihood of a sale. 

 

With all the investment spent on perfecting their messaging, companies should consider the

quality of their messengers. With VoiceVibes' AI-based practice tool, managers can ensure

that their employees demonstrate proficiency at scale. It is time for sales managers to

become champions of activating personal growth for their sales representatives, and give

them the tools they need to succeed in their role. 
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VoiceVibes is an AI-powered coaching tool for developing

effective communicators in the next generation workplace.

The 3-in-1 platform combines practice, coaching and

collaboration in an intuitive, cloud-based dashboard -

giving speakers both automated and peer feedback to

show exactly where they can focus and improve. Used by

top organizations for coaching, sales onboarding and

hiring assessments, VoiceVibes is the only platform that

objectively predicts how others are likely to perceive you -

across 20 categories called “vibes.”  While using VoiceVibes,

speakers improved their oral delivery by an average of 20%,

and 82% report that they noticed improvement the very

next time they delivered a talk, presentation or speech.

Gartner Research designated VoiceVibes as a "Cool Vendor"

in their 2019 Report – Cool Vendors in AI for Digital

Dexterity and Digital Workplace.

ABOUT VOICEVIBES

For more information, visit

www.myvoicevibes.com


